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The Cygnus Mystery - Unlocking the
Ancient Secret of Life's Origins in the
Cosmos
2011-05-02

it was a universal belief among ancient civilizations that
life came originally from the cosmos and ultimately would
return there after death the shamanic journey was always to
this sky world and it appears that it was always located in
the direction of the stars of cygnus also known as the
northern cross accessed either via the milky way or an
imagined cosmic axis andrew collins demonstrates that this
belief is based on an ancient astronomy around 17 000 years
old all over the world standing stones temples and monuments
are orientated towards the rising and setting of the stars of
the cygnus constellation or the entry point of the milky way
collins has discovered that the use of deep caves by
palaeolithic man was essential to the rise of religious
thought and the belief in life s stellar origins science has
now confirmed the existence of high energy particles in the
caves particles that come from a binary star known as cygnus
x3 it would seem that these ancient people were aware of what
science is now telling us that the dna of life came
originally from deep space

It's Time to Start Living
2009-07

life means more than the limited labels you have placed on it
there is a wealth of joy peace and love waiting for your
discovery but knowing how to live is not an automatic
experience living is a committed decision you must make on
purpose every single day of your life in clear easy to read
yet compelling terms john barton shares powerful keys to
unlocking the doors of your dreams life can be a dream you
live now not in some distant future with the proper set of
life keys you can enter a new world of significance and
abundance in this book you ll learn how to discover your life
s vision make crossroad decisions that bring fruitfulness
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become your greatest asset attract and develop quality
relationships break the cycle of failure and regret

6 SPHERES OF LIFE UNLOCKING THE DOOR TO
SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS.
2009

unlock the door to a better life the secret to manifesting is
having faith that the life you want can be yours and feeling
like it already is but how do you start to feel like you have
the life you want if you are unhappy discontented or living
in a challenging or toxic situation in unlocking the door
preparing to manifest a better life tracie talbott shares the
personal story of how her life was affected by her limiting
beliefs and how she used self care to unlock the door to a
better future she will share with you the six things she did
to begin feeling better so she could start attracting better
experiences into her life you will learn practices to help
you raise your energetic vibration to a better place for
manifesting by setting your own worth accepting
responsibility finding hope prioritizing self care practicing
gratitude helping others

Unlocking the Door
2022-10-07

the purpose of this book is to help any person who is hungry
to achieve more in life i believe that god did not put us on
this earth to live an average life but that he has instilled
in each of us gifts that

5 Habits for an Abundant Christian Life
2019-01-26

the new book from internationally acclaimed writer
psychologist and mythologist sharon blackie author of if
women rose rooted the enchanted life is possible for anyone
no matter where they live it is creative intuitive
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imaginative it thrives on work that has heart and meaning it
respects the instinctive knowledge and playfulness of
children and relishes story poetry and art sharon blackie
speaks to those who feel an emptiness at the heart of modern
life who long for a more authentic harmonious and connected
lifestyle an inspiring new book for the intelligent creative
self development arena with insight wisdom interviews case
studies and exercises

The Keys to Life
2000-02-01

what would you do if you found out that you could do more
than just live your life you could actually design it would
you use your newfound power to become the kind of person you
ve always wanted to be create your own success and finally be
happy designing your life unlocking the infinite
possibilities of the subconscious mind gives you the ability
to do just that learn how to harness the power of your
subconscious mind and program it to help you live a happier
more fulfilled life that fits your personal definition of
perfection

The Enchanted Life
2018-02-27

do you get the feeling like you just aren t doing enough what
if you could get some help unlocking the rest of your
potential in life perhaps my book could offer some assistance

Designing Your Life
2013-10-04

a self help guide that offers a set of practical and grounded
tools for enchanting our daily lives leading to a greater
sense of meaning and of belonging to the world
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A Life of Heart
2016-11-08

do you ever feel like you live in a gold cage your life is
comfortable but you feel disappointed knowing you can do so
much more but years of practising the law of attraction and
the law of vibration simple tools and techniques have helped
me attract a life brimming with joy respect that i longed for
an identity beyond my surname and financial freedom to be
able to control my life decision does that sound like the
kind of life you d rather be living then this is the book for
you unlocking the golden cage lays out 7 step process that
any person can follow to live the life of her dreams while
acknowledging the challenges unique to the married indian
women don t waste another moment watching life pass by
especially knowing the gifts you have the world needs let my
7 steps lead you to freedom and joy you deserve

The Enchanted Life
2018-04-24

unlock the mysteries of faith and science have you wondered
how the creation story in genesis fits with the evolutionary
theories of popular science you re not alone many christians
wrestle with the seeming disparity between faith and science
they want to believe the inerrancy of scripture but it s
difficult to reconcile the two unlocking the mysteries of
genesis seeks to resolve this conflict by answering key
questions about the origin of human life the evidence left by
the fossil record and how the findings of science line up
with the bible using the most current research and data this
visually stunning book takes readers on a journey that
explores the wonders of god s creation through the lens of
faith based science that clearly points to the authenticity
and accuracy of the biblical creation account the compelling
evidence you ll find as you study both genesis and science
will challenge your intellect and reinforce your faith
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UNLOCKING the Golden Cage
2019-01-15

the mystery of being a christian it can be hard for us to
admit we are dissatisfied with our spiritual life that we are
in a place where going to church is not yielding the victory
we desire a place where we pray things like god i will never
do that again yet find ourselves doing it again and again if
you have accepted jesus christ as your lord and savior you
are in fact a new creation how would you like to start really
experiencing that new life once you do you will discover a
world of unlimited spiritual possibilities being a christian
is a mystery in which christ lives in us through a radical
transformation of our spiritual dna we have a relationship
with the living jesus that changes every dynamic of our life
and we are given our own access code which is the word of god
this is how we enter into the benefits and features of our
new life what you need in order to overcome sin sickness
poverty and defeatism is to become conscious of and intimate
with the indwelling christ once you do you will never again
be manipulated by fear and insecurity you won t be caught in
a vicious cycle of striving for god s love and acceptance you
will be confident in your new identity which will empower you
to live the supernatural life god intends for you you will
operate in revelation knowledge wisdom spiritual
understanding and miracles the bondage of sin shame and
condemnation will be released by the power of the holy spirit
demons won t be able to oppress you because you will have an
overwhelming consciousness of god s love whether you are a
new christian or a long time believer who has never been able
to fully apply christ s victory to your life unlocking the
code of the supernatural will help you become all god created
you to be you will no longer be a victim defeated or broken
god wants to use you for his glory from this day forward
there are no more limitations on your life

Unlocking the Mysteries of Genesis
2016-07-26

what if the path to a life of abundance and blessing isn t
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what we expected what if the way forward begins with going
backward in our constant search for a life filled with
blessing and abundance we often follow our human instinct and
then wonder why we come up short but it doesn t have to be
that way join pastor and author alex seeley as she teaches us
that god always has a better idea we just have to move in a
new direction in the opposite life seeley explains that the
secret to living a powerful and abundant life lies in the
upside down kingdom of god each chapter of the opposite life
explores the opposite life principles that can start to shift
our mindset for the better diving deeper into the natural
contradictions between death and life fear and faith hate and
love worry and worship impossible and possible along the way
she offers encouraging and simple challenges to help us align
our lives with god s subversive plan as we learn to exchange
our default instincts for the surprising teachings of jesus
our pioneer of the unlikely we discover a life of
transformational power abundance and more blessing than we
ever thought possible praise for the opposite life our broken
earth longs for just this type of unveiling it is time for us
to remember who we are and respond as sons and daughters of
the most high god there is a desperate longing for his
goodness in the face of overwhelming anger pain and confusion
the opposite life is a drink of living water in a dry and
arid land lisa bevere new york times bestselling author of
without rival and girls with swords

Unlocking the Code of the Supernatural
2021-01-12

the book of secrets is the finest and most profound of deepak
chopra s books to date want the answers to the secrets of
life let me recommend that you start right here ken wilber
author of a brief history of everything we all want to know
how to find a soul mate what career would be most fulfilling
how to live a life with meaning and how to teach our children
well we are looking for a personal breakthrough a turning
point a revelation that brings with it new meaning the book
of secrets a crystalline distillation of insights and wisdom
accumulated over the lifetime of one of the great spiritual
thinkers of our time provides an exquisite new tool for
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achieving just that every life is a book of secrets ready to
be opened the secret of perfect love is found there along
with the secrets of healing compassion faith and the most
elusive one of all who we really are we are still mysteries
to ourselves despite the proximity of these answers and what
we most long to know remains lodged deep inside because
answers to the questions at the center of life are
counterintuitive they are often hidden from view sequestered
from our everyday gaze in his ongoing quest to elevate our
experience bestselling author deepak chopra has isolated
fifteen secrets that drive the narrative of this inspiring
book and of our lives from the world is in you and what you
seek you already are to evil is not your enemy and you are
truly free when you are not a person the book of secrets is
rich with insights it is a priceless treasure that can
transport us beyond change to transformation and from there
to a sacred place where we can savor the nectar of
enlightenment

The Opposite Life
2019-08-13

you must have possession of and thoroughly understand this
book in order to obtain your ultimate success your family to
be healthy and safe a pleased and self content career
financial stability your wishes come true a romantic marriage
or relationship relief from stress and troubles protection
from various social toxins escape from a difficult
circumstance freedom to enjoy the love of the universe a
happy family and successful children an auspicious and safe
living environment friendly neighbors and a peaceful society
a society that changes for the better a world cleared of
disasters and blessed with peace

The Book of Secrets
2004-09-28

this book the best journey of life is simply a mission
accomplished and an eye opener to the greatness of whom you
are within you what you have with you now is one of the most
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exciting self discovery and self development book you will
ever find or come across in contemporary times for all
seasons and ages to devour including children yet unborn in
other to avail themselves of the uniqueness of who they were
born to be and to treasure themselves and find immediate
solutions to life s challenges so that their youthful years
will not be misguided because of ignorance inadequacy
insecurity and doubt this book is an evergreen classic that
can be read and to apply its time tested principles and
practices to solve all the problems or challenges including
all the shortcomings and vicissitudes of life a gift of this
book to a child friend husband family member and anyone you
want to assist is the best thing you have done for such a
person it has eight chapters and throughout as you read each
sentence you read opens your eyes to a new world and helps
you to find solution to a particular challenge that is
buffeting you at that particular tim

Super Life Secret Codes
2010-12

from the author of a daily dose of proverbs comes a
collection of 59 practical studies that will enable readers
to identify their life s purpose

The Best Journey of Life
2023-06-20

are you tired of feeling like your life is out of control
struggling to make sense of the chaos and confusion around
you look no further than the i ching the ancient chinese book
of changes that can help you harness the power of fate and
transform your life in this ground breaking book you ll learn
how the i ching can provide insights into your past present
and future giving you the tools you need to make better
decisions and overcome life s challenges you ll discover how
the i ching s wisdom can be applied to a variety of
situations from navigating complex business decisions to
understanding the subtle forces at play in your relationships
plus you ll learn how the i ching can help you tap into your
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intuition and unlock your full potential enabling you to live
a more authentic fulfilling life don t let fate control you
take control of your destiny with the i ching if you want to
unlock the secrets of the universe and live a life of purpose
and passion then buy this book today

Unlocking the Secret of Life
1997

how can urban leaders in baltimore cleveland detroit
philadelphia pittsburgh and st louis make the smart choices
that can lead their city to make a comeback the urban centers
of new york city seattle and san francisco have enjoyed
tremendous economic success and population growth in recent
years at the same time cities like baltimore and detroit have
experienced population loss and economic decline people
living in these cities are not enjoying the american dream of
upward mobility how can post industrial cities struggling
with crime pollution poverty and economic decline make a
comeback in unlocking the potential of post industrial cities
matthew e kahn and mac mccomas explore why some people and
places thrive during a time of growing economic inequality
and polarization and some don t they examine six
underperforming cities baltimore cleveland detroit
philadelphia pittsburgh and st louis that have struggled from
1970 to present drawing from the field of urban economics
kahn and mccomas ask how the public and private sectors can
craft policies and make investments that create safe green
cities where young people reach their full potential the
authors analyze long run economic and demographic trends they
also highlight recent lessons from urban economics in labor
market demand and supply neighborhood quality of life and
local governance while scrutinizing strategies to lift people
out of poverty these cities are all at a fork in the road
depending on choices made today they could enjoy a
significant comeback but only if local leaders are open to
experimentation and innovation while being honest about
failure and constructive evaluation unlocking the potential
of post industrial cities provides a roadmap for how urban
policy makers community members and practitioners in the
public and private sector can work together with researchers
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to discover how all cities can solve the most pressing modern
urban challenges

Unlocking the Power of Your Purpose
2004

without purpose there can be no fulfillment and although we
can surely live without fulfillment we will scarcely feel
alive every one of us has a purpose in life and an array of
life offices which we were destined to fulfill fulfillment
then must come via the realization of our purpose and our
designated offices therefore seeing as we can not find
fulfillment following any other course d l anderson has
dedicated this leading composition within his pinnacles of
life book series to analyzing the ins and outs of purpose and
revealing how living a life of purpose is the first step in
securing fulfillment and ultimately fulfilling our destiny to
assist each purpose seeker in this crucial endeavor d l
anderson has formulated a progressive roadmap which he has
labeled as the pinnacle of purpose a series of 7 unique steps
which have the power to progressively transform each purpose
seeker into the man or a woman they were destined to be while
living the life they ve always imagined thus conclusively if
you are ready to walk the path dedicated to your purpose you
should know that this book was written with you in mind as
such the pages within this composition will lead you to the
place where you will find the fulfillment you seek

Unlocking the I Ching
101-01-01

join a journey of the inner mind unlock the secrets of cosmic
law feel and see energy flow and build a life of true power
tap into theenergy and power of others start this voyage of
the mind and beyond

Unlocking the Potential of Post-
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Industrial Cities
2021-02-23

for all who are wondering how the pieces fit into the jigsaw
of god s revelation colin smith has provided an answer which
is refreshingly simple biblically accurate and will prove
phenomenally helpful to the serious bible student and the new
beginner alike alistair begg senior pastor parkside church in
unlocking the bible story colin smith moves gradually through
portions of the bible to explain how it all holds together in
so doing he tells god s one grand story of salvation and
reflects on major themes along the way in volume 3 he moves
through the gospels and acts which form the climax of
salvation history and reveal our role in god s story curious
about the interpretive center of all of scripture you ll find
it here includes the study guide formerly sold separately one
of the most urgent needs in the church today is for a crisp
and comprehensive knowledge of the bible s storyline to grasp
how the sacred history moves from genesis to revelation not
only brings fresh insight into how the bible hangs together
and what each part contributes to the whole but also is
crucial for developing a christian worldview colin smith has
met these needs admirably i hope these volumes will circulate
widely and be read and re read d a carson research professor
new testament at trinity evangelical divinity school
cofounder of the gospel coalition

Unlocking the Mystery of You
2014-10-25

nolas first published book which i highly recommend to
readers is a testimony to the importance of the preeminent
values of trust and faith as a writer she communicates in an
engaging style producing many powerful and deep insights
dressed in the cloak of humor h e the hon robert l morris
barbados ambassador to caricom and the association of
caribbean states acs this work represents a journey into a
previously under explored aspect of our spirituality this
book is a must read particularly for those of us who are
engaged in our own struggles with a humanity that needs to be
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taught the lesson of faith pedro l v welch professor dean
faculty of humanities uwi personal practical pulsating and
prayer based a life story that will strengthen your faith in
god change your outlook on life and how to deal with the
sometimes daunting but god allowed situations we often face
vincent yearwood church elder and retired business leader it
gives me great pleasure to endorse this great feat of
spiritual and emotional victory captured in almost 300 pages
of beauty style and poise nolas commitment to share her
journey is beyond admiration i unreservedly endorse this book
as a divinely appointed and written testimony of inspiration
guidance and love dr stephen pilgrim phd mcim mimgt former
vice president usc when god speaks he desires obedience from
the heart this willing submission to gods word is the golden
vein of truth in this inspiring work for that reason i
recommend it without hesitation obedience is life pastor
randy skeete international evangelist

Changing Your Life Unlocking the Secrets
of Cosmic Law
2020-02-26

an easy to understand overview of the new testament that is a
must for students of the word

Unlocking the Bible Story: New Testament
2016-12-01

the business environment is a fundamental subject in any
business studies degree course this new student friendly book
divides the subject into the internal and external
environment and where relevant discusses the interface
between the two it is written with the outward looking
student in mind and as a result encourages readers to reflect
on what they have read and to consolidate their learning
through regular self testing exercises and discussion points
the text contains highly relevant and household name case
studies ensuring that it is a highly topical and engaging
book where organisational styles differ the authors put
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forward the pros and cons of different points of view
ensuring that students have the information necessary to make
up their own minds and develop management strategies of their
own

The Big Secret to Unlocking the Power of
God’S Word...Simply Believe It!
2014-06-03

overcoming timidity and cowardice every man s terrorist will
answer your questions on how to defeat timidity and cowardice
in your life and help you assist others who are plagued with
this enemy of the soul read this book it is life changing it
will help you conquer timidity and cowardice once and for all
your life will never be the same after reading this book
about the author joyce toney and her husband guenther founded
application word ministries in germany she is the founder of
application word ministries in ghana she has served god s
people as bible teacher and pastor for over 22 years through
the help of her co laborers in ghana she has established five
churches in ghana joyce has taught sound doctrine from the
bible trained believers and brought deliverance to countless
souls bound by the enemy of their souls god has used her to
bring healing to others as a result of living in a fallen
world joyce is the author of the noahide laws humanity s
obligation to god a book that now brings deliverance to both
christians and non christians her depth of biblical knowledge
is derived from her diligent study of the word of god as well
as the mighty teaching of the holy spirit her desire is to
see god s people live in the freedom of his word and to walk
worthy of the vocation to which god has called all the saints
of his body in christ jesus

Unlocking the New Testament
2006-12-13

a survey of the old testament
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Unlocking the Business Environment
2014-02-25

what makes our brain a brain this is the central question
posited in unlocking the brain by providing a fascinating
venture into different territories of neuroscience psychiatry
and philosophy the author takes a novel exploration of the
brain s resting state in the context of the neural code and
its ability to yield consciousness

Unlocking the Vault
2007-08

the actual secret to living well is doing more of what makes
you feel alive and less of what makes you miserable the key
to happiness you see lies in learning to be content with less
rather than more continue living a good life mean one of the
first philosophical issues is how should one live has been
presented in various ways what exactly does living well
entail yet they are basically simply asking the same thing
after all nobody wants the bad life they all want to live
well but the answer is more complicated than it appears one
of the underlying complications that demand a lot of
unpacking is the idea of the good life which philosophers are
experts at we commonly convey moral approval when we employ
the term good for example as a result when we state that
someone is living well or has had a good life we may simply
be referring to the fact that they are decent people who are
brave honest trustworthy kind unselfish giving helpful loyal
principled etc they embody and demonstrate many of the most
significant values they also spend some of their time doing
things that help others whether it be via their employment
their connections with family and friends or their volunteer
work they don t only spend their time doing things for
themselves this book is for you if continue living a good
life is becoming harder for you read this book to improve
your personal philosophy in relationships with friends and
family your life and the decisions you make as you live in
your own world
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Unlocking the Old Testament
2007-03-09

have you ever wondered why some people seem to achieve so
much in their lives while the rest of us just seem to get by
in this stimulating book manny fiteni introduces us to the
three minds the programmer the servant and the answer it is
through the alignment of these three separate minds that we
learn to harness our potential and attract what is truly
possible this book will give you insight into how and why you
operate the way you do it will also reveal to you the
blueprint to create the changes that you desire

Unlocking the Brain
2014

a new partnership of biologists and mathematicians is picking
apart the hidden complexity of animals and plants to throw
fresh light on the behaviour of entire organisms how they
interact and how changes in biological diversity affect the
planet s ecological balance mathematics offers new and
sometimes startling perspectives on evolution and how
patterns of inheritance and population work out over time
scales ranging from millions to hundreds of years as well as
what s going on to change us right now ian stewart in
characteristically clear and entertaining fashion explores
these and a whole range of pertinent issues including how far
genes control behaviour and the nature of life itself he
shows how far mathematicians and biologists are succeeding in
tackling some of the most difficult scientific problems the
human race has ever confronted and where their research is
currently taking us

Continue Living a Good Life
2023-01-30

in getengaged with yourself win 12 keys to unlocking the life
and love you desire inspirational speaker and spiritual
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leader tiffany wilson candidly writes a manifesto for women
everywhere who want to be more confident spiritually
connected and continue to grow in their life and career she
introduces insightful keys to help women unlock the passion
and purpose within making winning at life and love possible
this is a must read book for modern women seeking straight
talk on managing real world problems while working to expand
their relationship with god

The 3 Minds of Focus
2009-03

we are witnessing things today that the prophets of israel
longed to see god is fulfilling his word in our generation if
you want to understand what god is doing in these last days
you must understand what he is doing with israel it is here
that the bible s prophecies regarding the end of the age will
all unfold jonathan bernis host of the internationally
popular television program jewish voice with jonathan bernis
with this fascinating book unlocks a greater knowledge about
the last days the book explores questions such as what
crucial role does israel play in the last days why is anti
semitism on the rise worldwide and what is at its root what
is the seed promise and why is satan so angry about it what
profound promise did god make to abraham that applies to you
today

Mathematics Of Life
2011-04-07

have you found yourself frustrated or confused by the trinity
does it seem strange to you that a son can be his own father
have you been told that the trinity is a mystery and that you
never can truly understand it this book seeks to give you a
bible based answer to your questions for those people who
believe that the truth of god s word is important this book
delves straight into the biblical explanation of the
relationship between jesus and god showing a logical and
scriptural understanding of their relationship amidst
hundreds of bible passages it demonstrates the nature of
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christ his humanity and his role as a representative of his
father unearthing the fallacies of the trinity be prepared to
unlock the mystery

#GetEngaged with Yourself and Win!
2015-10-05

this book takes you on simple but powerful journey to
understanding that you are created for greatness and that
that greatness already exists deep within your life waiting
for the opportunity to be unleashed to positively impact the
lives of those you care about and those you were born to
influence conrad helps you to answer the question everyone
asks themselves almost every day as they look at the person
in the mirror how do i make my life really count where do i
begin the answer is what conrad calls the 8 simple keys to
unlocking the greatness that lies within you which is simply
about key 1 re discovering what you are really worth key 2
the power of great connections key 3 unlocking the greatness
seeds in your hand key 4 greatness your perfect environment
key 5 understanding the power of process key 6 using the
hidden power of your critics key 7 winning against fearkey 8
overcoming failure to launch we all have a yearning a longing
and an insatiable urge to do something tremendous with our
lives we all have that deep desire to make a difference in
the lives of those we care about we all want to be known for
something significant and to be remembered for something
great yet the problem often is that we spend most of our
lives looking for that greatness on the outside and when we
finally figure out that it really comes from within us
oftentimes it s too late to do anything significant in this
book conrad walks you step by step through the process of
shifting the power in your life to help you accomplish the
one tasks that every human being wants to complete before
they die to be uniquely great

Unlocking the Prophetic Mysteries of
Israel
2017-11-07
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unlocking the divine within presents real cases of how people
healed through past life regression by connecting to their
higher self with the intuitive guidance of paulina r patients
found resolution healing and deep spiritual understanding on
how past life events connect with their current life during
deep state of hypnosis paulina s clients received valuable
information from their higher self unlocking a divine aspect
that resides within this revealing book also presents a
wonderful expansion in consciousness as some of the past
lives originate in other planets bringing forward important
information of parallel et life experiences ancient
technologies from the temples of egypt and the seeding
project of humanity on earth telling a collective story that
emphasizes the importance of opening the heart practicing
forgiveness and focusing on personal and collective growth as
humanity steps into a new era where takes its place as an
interplanetary species the book features impactful
experiences from author paulina r s own ceremony journeys and
11 applicable meditation techniques transmitted to her by her
guides to help readers follow through their divine path

Unlocking the Mystery
2009-12

an in depth journey into the weekly parsha

8 Simple Keys to Unlocking Your Unique
Greatness
2007-08-15

1 sunday times bestseller join the self love revolution with
instagram visionary vex king this limited edition hardback
includes inspirational messages beautiful illustrations and
universal wisdom to help you manifest positive vibes vex
overcame adversity to become a source of hope for thousands
of young people and now draws from his personal experience
and his intuitive wisdom to inspire you to practise self care
overcome toxic energy and prioritize your wellbeing cultivate
positive lifestyle habits including mindfulness and
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meditation change your beliefs to invite great opportunities
into your life manifest your goals using tried and tested
techniques overcome fear and flow with the universe find your
higher purpose and become a shining light for others with
additional messages and brand new illustrations this new gift
edition of good vibes good life will empower and inspire you
to change the way you feel think speak act and live your life

Unlocking the Divine Within
2024-02-07

Unlocking the Torah Text: Bereishit
2007

Good Vibes, Good Life
2018-12-04
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